Dear Mrs. Schmidt,
Thank you for your direction on this matter. Being that we are pursuing civil and criminal charges against Judge
Dalton; filing a grievance and providing evidence to the FBI to support an investigation into Kane County and DCFS for
child trafficking; working with several child advocate groups around the country to create awareness; organizing peaceful
protests in your district; filing a lawsuit for damages incurred by Kara Witkowski. Filing grievances in the Court of
Record against every party involved; levying indictments as new infractions emerge; calling a grand jury to investigate
and examine the evidence we already have, (which clearly indicates criminal Racketeering reaching from the courts
through to DCFS); and, notifying every single media outlet in the country as the story develops. We don't think it's
appropriate or effective to return to the same Courts we're submitting evidence to investigate, for us to have any
reasonable expectation of justice being served in the same court.
It is my hope that Representative Skillicorn will advocate publicly for Kara Witkowski as well as advise the appropriate
parties within Kane County to look carefully at this issue. As it is being reviewed to explain how such a conclusion about
the custody of these two children could have been given to the same man that an order of protection was issued against to
protect the Mother and children on the same day. The same day that Kara's Lawyer withdrew after informing her that she
didn't need to be in court that day, and the children were removed the same day while Kara Witkowski was at work.
It would seem that Kara wasn't even represented when this decision was made while this legalized abduction was
orchestrated and executed. After this decision was made, the 1-year-old James had to have surgery for rectal
reconstructive surgery, the examining physician for the daughter contacted DCFS to get a protective order against the
grandfather based on his findings, and later the two year old was found dead. And, the police didn't think there were any
suspicious circumstances?
I reached out to Representative Skillicorn because he has been an advocate for ethical Government practices, proper
handling of evidence for sexual abuse victims, and actions to reduce human trafficking. This is an opportunity to actually
put those laws into practice.
The death of 2-year-old James Biel is a tragedy that shouldn't end with a good Mother losing the custody of her now, only
child. This case was clearly documented based solely on the Mother's own due diligence before we began to work with
her. Now that we're involved we've noticed blatant and obvious violations of the Canon Laws that Govern the Circuit
Courts under Illinois State Law, as well as the violation of fundamental liberties protected by the Constitution, and even
the basic legal operation of the family civil courts. We feel Representative Skillicorn will want to help expose these issues
and take action to help correct them.
We are reaching out to Chief Judge Susan Clancy-Boles to help assist us in this matter today. Our hope is to bring all
parties into Constitutional Compliance before another child is hurt.
We still hope to gain the support of Representative Skillicorn and appreciate your response. Any advice you can offer in
the future will be graciously accepted.
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